O4 silverado

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. At first were helpful.
Always nice. Had a question but never responded. Busy weekend probably. The dealership and
sales person and finance manager were outstanding. The vehicle was advertised correctly and
honest. We did purchase the vehicle it took less than an hour. So far we have enjoyed the
vehicle. I would recommend this dealership. The nicest dealership I have been to. The building
was spotless and everyone so polite. They reached out to me very fast and was willing to help
me in anyway they could. The car I bought braked was bad no air wired for 1 hour the sales
person yelling after I made him fix the problem. Owner or manager responded quickly. Since
location wasn't far I went to look at the car. I wanted to view it without interference from a
salesperson because sometimes for me it can be distracting. The car was as advertised. Clean
in and out and appeared to be in good shape. Going to return next weekend hope it's still there
and drives as well as it looks. Excellant recieved email next day i was shock but happy the
saleman was a true honedt gentle who i hope to do business with soon. Never spoke to anyone
because i didnt return email or phone call. Very prompt responding to my inquiry. Courteous No
pressure Accommodating Stayed on top of things without being annoying. New car had miles
on it. Could not manage to send any clear detailed photos when requested. They were very
prompt in returning my email. Kept in contact with me even when another buy was trying to
finance the car. Once sold I was contacted again and thanked for using their service and that if
they got the same type of vehicle in they would contact me again. Great service. Very
disappointed with the vehicle condition and it was filthy on the inside. The tow package was not
suitable for any type of towing. The 4 Wheel Dr. Good experience. I drove from Portland and he
was very accommodating with a friendly atmosphere. He gave me a good cash price and printed
out all the inton the car I was looking at. Spoke with Pete and he was knowledgeable about the
vehicles and honest with the current condition. I didn't purchase the vehicle but I would
definitely deal with them again if they had another vehicle I was interested in. Joe Rau is a very
helpful sale person and easy to talk to. Seems very knowledgeable of the accessibility of
various vehicles, their options and inventory at other dealers. Called in advance to make sure
car was available since I was coming from far. Upon arrival, I test drove it and when asked to
make a deal, they told me someone else was already making the deal. Complete waste of time.
Very pleasant no pressure experience.. I would recommend them. The salesman l talked to was
not helpful at all. He was a smart but to put it nicely. I would still like to try to find a way but not
with him. The salesman was very rude. He didn't have the time for me. I tried to explain my
situation but he wasn't interested and hung up on me. I don't know what else you want. The
salesman wasn't interested in selling me anything and didn't want to help me find a way to do
so. Great dealer, not at all pushy, very prompt with the response and very helpful with question.
When I spoke with Pat he was honest an did not make me feel rushed in my decision making. I
also understood his point of view and certain aspect of the vehicle, finances and loan process!
Very unprofessional and unpleasant experience. PAT is extremely rude and is an aggressive
salesperson. Called me and got mad cause I wouldn't fill out a credit application. Then said I
wouldn't do it cause I couldn't afford the car that I was looking at. Not high pressure dealership,
they honor online pricing and offer financing with the credit union I was approved with. Small
issue with the truck and they sent the part that would fix it with in 3 days and even sent me the
tracking number. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Chevrolet Silverado listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Image Not Available. Love the Silverado as a truck. I am very
happy with the performance of the V6 engine- great mileage for a half ton, but accelerates and
performs well with a moderate load. Read more. This truck is definitely worth what theyre
asking. Having had 5 Chevrolet s and 1 ranging from to I will say this rides excellent and is very
quiet on the highway. I have read the negative reviews regarding transmission issues but so far
I have zero issues I really like the truck and would recommend a well maintained example to
anyone. Why Use CarGurus? Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and
Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Vortec 5. That's why we always make sure go above and
beyond for our loyal customers throughout Warren, Jamestown NY, Bradford and Kane. It's our
world class customer service that helps us earn your business time and again while serving

your driving needs! AS IS! No payments for 90 days! Special low APR financing is available with
approved credit! Special interest rates available. Recent Arrival! Click Start Buying Process to
work your deal, your way. Get all the information up front then come in and take advantage of
our Express Delivery minutes or less. Odometer is miles below market average! Call At
Napleton VW of Sanford you can buy with confidence as every pre-owned vehicle gets a point
inspection and Napleton Reconditioning Certification. We provide excellent financing for
everyone!!! This is easily done by calling us at or by visiting us at the dealership. WE MAKE
every reasonable effort to ensure the accuracy of the information contained on this site,
absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed. All vehicles are subject to prior sale and availability.
NO wholesalers or dealer to dealer transactions. Because of our extremely low and wholesale to
public prices and high-volume vehicle. Can't make it to the store? Shop online and we deliver!
Anti-lock brakes are standard on the vehicle. Light weight alloy wheels on the vehicle are the
perfect compliment to a stylish body. Good News! Maintaining a stable interior temperature in
this Chevrolet Silverado is easy with the climate control system. This unit features cruise
control for long trips. Know you and your passengers are protected with the front and rear side
curtain airbags in this Chevrolet Silverado An off-road package is installed on this Chevrolet
Silverado so you are ready for your four-wheeling best. The vehicle comes with power
adjustable seat to get your seat just right for you. Power seats are a must! Enjoy your music
even more with the premium sound system in this vehicle. The satellite radio system in this
model gives you access to hundreds of nation-wide radio stations with a clear digital signal.
The vehicle features a tilt steering wheel. Please confirm the accuracy of the included
equipment by calling the dealer prior to purchase. Welcome to Houston Direct Auto! We strive
to provide everyone with the highest level of customer service, quality cars, and competitive
pricing. We have a very large and diverse inventory- hundreds of vehicles of all types and for
every budget - we have something for everyone! We also offer dozens of financing options with
competitive rates! Visit us at WWW. COM or come and take a look in person. We have two
locations in Houston! Southwest Houston Location Jeanetta St. Our website will specify which
location the vehicle is located at. You can also give us a call at We would love the opportunity to
answer all of your questions- we are here to help! Vortec 4. For the most accurate prices and
vehicle information go to Plus; a strong Gas V8 5. Why Choose Woody's? Plus, Smart
Warranties on Most! Our award winning Finance Team works with over 25 lenders to get you the
best rate and payment! Get your financing done before you arrive! Fill out our quick online KBB
trade value form here We reserve the right to correct these errors and may not be held
accountable for them. We appreciate your understanding and apologize for any errors and ask
that you please call to verify mileage, availability and anything else of importance to you before
making a trip to our dealership. Zeigler Ford Bypass Rd. Every vehicle has been through a point
safety inspection completed by a certified technician and fully detailed. Take advantage of our
VIP internet experience by calling to schedule a test drive. Read our customer
2008 nissan maxima manual
truck cap wiring harness
2002 chevy blazer radio wiring diagram
reviews at Elkhart, IN Past Bancrupcy We Finance ALL!! See dealer for complete details, dealer
is not responsible for pricing errors, all prices, plus tax, title, and plate fees. Some of our used
vehicles may be subject to unrepaired safety recalls. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 22, Manual 5. Cylinders 8 cylinders
19, 6 cylinders 2, 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings.
Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. New Listing. Price Drop. Know The Deal. Title
issue. Showing 1 - 18 out of 24, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. We purchased this used in 09
with k miles and it has been very reliable. The motor does not drink oil like the old motor and
the oil color has always been a bright yellow. Sign Up.

